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Abstract. Bending fatigue crack is a dangerous and insidious mode of failure in gears. As it produces no debris in its early stages,

it gives little warning during its progression, and usually results in either immediate loss of serviceability or greatly reduced

power transmitting capacity. This paper presents the applications of vibrationbased techniques (i.e. conventional time and

frequency domain analysis, cepstrum, and continuous wavelet transform) to real gear vibrations in the early detection, diagnosis

and advancement monitoring of a real tooth fatigue crack and compares their detection and diagnostic capabilities on the basis

of experimental results. Gear fatigue damage is achieved under heavyloading conditions and the gearbox is allowed to run

until the gears suffer badly from complete tooth breakage. It has been found that the initiation and progression of fatigue crack

cannot be easily detected by conventional time and frequency domain approaches until the fault is significantly developed. On

the contrary, the wavelet transform is quite sensitive to any change in gear vibration and reveals fault features earlier than other

methods considered.
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Fig. 1. Typical example of a tooth bending fatigue crack.

1. Introduction

Maintenance costs comprise a major part of the total operating expenses for all manufacturing or production

plants and, depending on the specific industry, maintenance costs could be up to 60 percent of the cost of goods

produced. For example, in food related industries, an average maintenance cost is about 15 percent of the cost of

goods produced, whereas it represents up to 60 percent of the total production costs for iron and steel, pulp and paper,
and other heavy industries [1]. Reducing the maintenance costs, preservation of investments, and effective operation

of the plant can, in the long term, only be ensured by the application of a continuous and effective maintenance

policy together with the prediction of probable defects beforehand and taking the necessary measures.

Gearboxes are widely utilised in industrial settings to transmit power or rotary motion whilst maintaining intended

torque and angular velocity ratio together with smooth motion and high efficiency. These criteria are usually achieved

unless a gear is defective. In order to minimize gearbox downtime and to avoid performance degradation, a practical

and robust monitoring system is needed to provide early warnings of malfunction or possible damage, which may
lead to sudden or even catastrophic failures. Such a monitoring system can also be used to carry out preventive

maintenance of gearboxes to save time in repairs by identifying the damaged components without the need for

routine shutdowns and manual inspections.

A gear set may exhibit a variety of failure modes affecting either all gear tooth surfaces (e.g. scuffing, pitting,

plastic flow, abrasive wear) or a single tooth (or a few teeth) on a gear (e.g. tooth fracture due mainly to bending

fatigue, gear rim failure) [2]. Of these faults, tooth fracture, which is one of the most dangerous failures, generally

initiates either at the root or on the surface of a tooth [3], spreads rapidly into the gear body, and finally results in
either complete or partial tooth breakage as shown in Fig. 1. The surprising feature is that tooth breakage can occur

and may not be noticed until a routine strip down. In the end, the major hazard may become inevitable if the broken

tooth attempts to go through the mesh and may jam the drive.

Over the last two decades, vibration analysis is extensively used as the basis for fault detection in gearboxes and

condition indicating information is obtained by employing different techniques including: conventional signature

analysis in time and frequency domains [4–7], signal demodulation [8–10], and cepstrum [11,12] techniques. Of

these methods, cepstrum analysis is used for a variety of purposes and proven to be a powerful technique for fault
detection and monitoring, removal of unwanted signal components from the vibration signal, detection of periodic

structures in the signal, and many others.

A variety of joint timefrequency methods has also been used for the analysis of vibration signals to extract

useful diagnostic information. In contrast to the other techniques considered, combined timefrequency methods

present signal energy as a function of both time and frequency simultaneously and can be performed with either

constant or varying timefrequency resolution. The most frequently used timefrequency methods are namely Short
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Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [13–18], Wigner – Ville distribution (WV) [13,19–26], ChoiWilliams distribution

(CWD) [13,27,28], Instantaneous Power Spectrum distribution (IPS) [13,29–32], Smoothed Instantaneous Power

Spectrum distribution (SIPS) [32], and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) [14,15,26,31,33–49].

Of these timefrequency methods, the STFT and CWT perform a linear decomposition of the analyzed signal, and

therefore do not cause any interference. The STFT employs a constant window size during the analysis and, hence,

results in a constant time – frequency resolution. However, the CWT performs a decomposition of the analyzed

signal into a set of waves (or wavelets), which are derived from a single wavelet, and wavelets at different frequencies

are generated by introducing dilation into the analyzing wavelet. A large window is used for low frequency estimates

with poor time resolution, whereas the window automatically narrows at high frequencies, improving time resolution

of the transform, but the frequency resolution deteriorates according to the uncertainty principle [34,46]. Therefore,

the wavelet transform provides a good compromise between localization and frequency resolution.

This paper presents the applications of vibrationbased techniques (i.e. conventional time and frequency domain

approaches, cepstrum, and wavelet transform) to real gear vibrations in the early detection,diagnosis and advancement

monitoring of a real tooth fatigue crack in helical gears. First of all, a brief theoretical background is given about

the cepstrum and continuous wavelet transform and then the gear test rig and experimental setup are detailed. After

that, real vibration data is monitored continuously from a doublestage industrial gearbox under heavyloading

conditions and the gearbox is allowed to run until the gears have suffered badly from complete tooth breakage which

occurred after 15 minutes. The averaged gear vibrations monitored at twominute intervals are used in the time

domain analysis and it was found that early fault indications are revealed at the 10th minute of the running test. In

addition, the residual signal is constructed by removing the regular meshing components together with their first

order sidebands from the synchronous averaged signal and it was found that the removal of the meshing tones does

not help very much with the early detection of fault, but only improves the visibility of fault features. In frequency

domain analysis, the gear vibrations detected at twominute intervals and averaged over five pinion rotations (which

yields a resolution of 5.2 Hz) are considered. Similar to the time signature analysis, the early indication of fault is

also revealed at the 10th minute of the operation by the generation of a large number of sidebands at low frequency

regions. Extending the testing time further makes the resulting fault symptoms more distinctive in either domain.

Moreover, the same vibration data used for the spectral analysis is considered for the cepstrum analysis and it was

found that cepstrum analysis reveals the fault symptoms earlier (i.e. at the 8th minute) than both the conventional

signature and spectral analyses do. In the cepstral analysis, the presence of a local fault gives rise to the amplitudes

of the highquefrency rahmonics, whereas the low quefrency rahmonics exhibit diminishing amplitudes when the

testing time is prolonged. Finally, the wavelet transform is applied to the residual gear vibrations and it was found

that it is superior to the other techniques in the early detection, diagnosis, and advancement monitoring of fatigue

damage in gears. The fault symptoms are revealed on the maps of wavelet transform as early as the 5th minute of

the running test. As the testing time is extended, fault features are strengthened at the same gear positions where the

defective tooth (or teeth) is in mesh and their effect is seen across a large frequency range.

2. Theoretical background

2.1. Cepstrum analysis

Although conventional time and frequency domain approaches can routinely be used to reveal fault indicating

information in the gear vibration signal, there are some situations in which neither analysis enhance those features

of the signal which characterise a fault. Vibration monitored on a healthy gearbox generally exhibits predominant

frequency peaks at toothmeshing frequency and its multiple harmonics together with some sidebands located around

the toothmeshing components. During the normal operation of a gearbox in good condition, the number and

magnitude of the resulting sidebands remain almost unchanged. Pronounced localised gear failures give localised

amplitude distortion of the vibration signal and their effect is seen as low level sidebands spaced at the rotational

frequency of the defected gear and extending across a wide frequency range. In addition, vibration in a gearbox

is generated by the mating gears and its direct measurement at source is almost impossible. Gearbox vibration

is generally monitored from the casing and hence it contains information not only from individual gear pairs, but
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also from the transmission path. Cepstrum analysis provides a powerful simplified representation, because it only

responds to families of equally spaced spectral components (such as toothmeshing harmonics or sidebands) reducing

them to a single peak (possibly with a small number of rahmonics). Two forms of cepstrum, real (or power) and

complex, are available and the power cepstrum (which is well suited and widely used for gearbox fault detection) is

defined as follows [12]:

Cp (τ) = FFT−1 {log [Xp (f)]} (1)

where FFT−1 and Xp (f) denote the inverse Fourier transform and power spectrum of the signal x (t) respectively.

2.2. Continuous wavelet transform

Wavelets are mathematical functions which are well suited to expansion of nonstationary signals. They form the

kernel of the wavelet transform, and enable a mapping of signals from the time domain into either the timescale or

the timefrequency domain. The continuous wavelet transform of a signal x (t) can be expressed as the inner product

of x (t) with a wavelet function ha,b (t) [34,38].

CWT (a, b) =

∞
∫

−∞

x (t) h∗

b,a (t) dt (2)

where a (a > 0) and b denote dilation and translation parameters respectively and ∗ represents complex conju

gation. The family ha,b (t) is constructed by dilation and translation of a function h (t) (termed the analysing or

mother wavelet) and is expressed as follows:

hb,a (t) =
1√
a
h

(

t − b

a

)

(3)

Using Parseval’s theorem the total energy of a signal x (t) can be expressed as follows:

E =

∞
∫

−∞

|x (t)|2 dt =
1

Ch

∞
∫

−∞

∞
∫

−∞

|CWTx (b, a)|2 da db

a2
(4)

where E is the total signal energy and Ch is a constant called the admissibility condition which is determined from

the squared magnitude of the Fourier transform |H (f)|2 of the wavelet function.

Ch =

∞
∫

−∞

|H (f)|2 df

|f | < ∞ (5)

Mathematically, the wavelet transform offers flexibility in the selection of the analysing wavelet. The Morlet wavelet

is used in this study because it is closely related to Fourier analysis and is therefore easier to understand. Besides,

it gives good dilation and translation selectivity and is well adapted to the problem of locating abrupt changes in a

signal. Moreover, the Morlet wavelet function is approximately progressive if its centre frequency is selected larger

than 0.875 Hz. The progressivity condition ensures that the wavelet transform does not produce any interference

in the time domain between the past and future [35,39]. The Morlet wavelet in the time and frequency domains is

defined as follows:

h (t) = exp (j2πf0t) exp
(

−t2
/

2
)

(6)

H (f) =
√

2π exp
(

−2π2 (f − f0)
2
)

(7)

where f0 is the wavelet centre (or oscillation) frequency and t ∈ ℜ. The Morlet wavelet itself is not admissible, but

appropriate selection of the wavelet centre frequency (e.g. f0e 0.875 Hz) makes the Morlet wavelet admissible in

practice [34,38].
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Table 1

Specifications of the gears

First stage Second stage

(Pinion/Wheel) (Pinion/Wheel)

Number of teeth 20/38 15/30

Normal module (mm) 1 1.75

Pressure angle (◦) 20 20

Profile shift (pinion/wheel) +0.666/+0.345 +0.338/+0.437

Helix angle (◦) 30 15

Gasoline Engine 
Speed Control

V-Belt Unit

Gearbox

Gasoline 
Engine 

Transmission 
Box
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Coupling

Bearings

Brake Control
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the test rig used for the realtime gear fatigue monitoring.

3. Experimental setup and gear test rig

A twostage industrial gearbox, whose specifications are given in Table 1, was used for the realtime tooth breakage

monitoring and a gasoline engine was used as a prime mover. All the gears were made of 21NiCrMo2 steel and

were hobbed, case hardened and ground. The driving pinion at the first stage had 20 teeth meshing with a wheel of

38 teeth, whereas the other pinion at the second stage had 15 teeth meshing in a 1:2 ratio. The gasoline engine had

four cylinders and was capable of producing a maximum power of 50 kW at approximately 3500 rpm. The power

generated by the driving engine was passed through a fourstage gearshift unit, the output of which was then used

to drive the test gearbox. In addition, a watercooled magnetic brake, capable of producing an anti torque of up to

150 Nm, was connected to the output shaft of the gearbox to consume power and, consequently, to load gears within

the gearbox. Moreover, an elastic coupling and Vbelt units were employed in order to provide a much smoother

power transmission through the gearbox and the other elements of the test rig. All these explanations are depicted

in both Figs 2 and 3.

In order to achieve a tooth fatigue crack (and, consequently, a tooth breakage) within a shorter time, the face width

of the pinion gear at the first stage was reduced to 4 mm from its original value of 10 mm as shown in Fig. 4. This

face width removal also permits the pinion to be tested at nearly twice of its nominal torque of 17 Nm.

During the fatigue test, the speed of the input pinion was set to nearly 1566 rpm which yields a fundamental

toothmeshing frequency of 522 Hz for the first stage. The resulting vibrations were picked up by two accelerometers

located around the bearing housing nearest to the input pinion as seen in Fig. 3. In addition, an inductive sensor

producing one pulse per revolution was used to reference the angular position of the test gear. Both the accelerometer
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Fig. 3. Gearbox and accelerometers used.

Fig. 4. Undamaged test pinion.

and reference positioning signals were sampled at 10 kHz and recorded on a computer. The resulting vibration data

was continuously collected until the gears suffered badly from tooth breakage. After that, it was split into 60second

blocks, each of which was then averaged over a desired number of input pinion rotations according to the nature of

the analysis.

Before collecting the vibration data, the pinion was first run at 20% of the specified full load for nearly 2 hours to

lessen the amount of surface asperities. At the end of this initial running period, the gear load was increased to twice

its specified load (i.e. 34 Nm). Under the specified testing conditions, a complete tooth breakage was experienced at

almost the 15th minute after the fatigue test commenced. After that, the gearbox was dismantled and it was found

that the input pinion gear was severely damaged due to fatigue as shown in Fig. 5.

4. Analysis of experimental results

4.1. Time and frequency domain analyses

Figure 6 illustrates a complete time history of the resulting gear vibration detected until the end of fatigue life of

the test gear. It can be seen that no change is observed in the amplitude of vibration until nearly the 10th minute of

the test. After that, the vibration amplitude exhibits a gradual rise until the 14th minute of the operation, which may
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Fig. 5. Resulting fatigue damage on the test gear.
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Fig. 6. Complete time history of gear vibration detected until the end of fatigue life of the test pinion.

be attributed to the onset and/or development of fatigue damage. When the time is further advanced, the amplitude

of gear vibration increases drastically which is a clear indication of catastrophic gear damage.

Figure 7 shows the gear vibration accelerations averaged over one pinion rotation monitored at twominute

intervals during the fatigue test. It can be seen that the appearances of the gear vibrations are more or less similar

to each other and amplitudes of vibrations exhibit no significant change until 10th minute of the test. At the 10th

minute of the operation, the fault symptom is revealed in the time domain representation as an increase in vibration

amplitude around the 120◦ position. When the gears are allowed to run further, the amplitude of vibration is also

remarkably increased between the 70◦ and 120◦ gear rotation positions signifying that the fatigue damage spreads

over the neighbouring teeth due to improper meshing conditions. At the 14th minute of the test, the amplitude

of vibration is remarkably increased at the same gear positions indicating that the gear has suffered badly from

consequential tooth damages. After that, the test was stopped and the gearbox was dismantled and it was found that

the input pinion gear was severely damaged and had lost three successive teeth completely and the following two

teeth were partially damaged as seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 8 shows the spectra of the averaged gear vibrations with a resolution of 5.2 Hz detected at two minute

intervals until the end of the test. The resulting spectra are mainly dominated by the toothmeshing frequency

components of vibration generated by the first gear stage since a large number of averaging over the input pinion

gear was considered. Similar to the time domain representations shown in Fig. 7, the spectra of the gear vibrations
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Fig. 7. Averaged gear vibration accelerations monitored at twominute intervals during the fatigue test.

are also similar to each other and no symptoms of initiation or progression of fault can be seen until the 10th minute

of the fatigue test. Beyond this time, some frequency activities become apparent in the low frequency regions as a
reflection of weakened tooth/teeth due to fatigue damage. When the time is prolonged until the end of the fatigue

test, the resulting tooth damage consequently gives rise to all frequency components and a large number of sidebands

are generated across all frequencies (see the 14th minute of the test).
Figure 9 shows the averaged residual gear vibration accelerations for one pinion rotation detected at twominute

intervals during the fatigue test. The residual signature is constructed by removing the regular meshing components
together with their first order sidebands (i.e. 26.1 Hz) from the synchronous averaged signal. Similar to the averaged

vibration signals, the averaged residual signals also reveal the presence of the weakened tooth/teeth at and after the
10th minute of the test. However, the fault symptoms in the residual signals are more distinct and more localised in

time compared to those in the averaged vibration signals shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8. Spectra of the gear vibrations monitored at twominute intervals during the fatigue test.

In general, a local tooth defect weakens the tooth and reduces the mesh stiffness when that tooth is in mesh. This
causes an impact of subsequent meshing teeth which changes the spikiness of the vibration signal associated with
this mesh. Kurtosis (e.g. the fourth order statistical moment) is widely used to indicate spikiness of a signal and
usually the higher the fault severity, the greater the value of Kurtosis. Figure 10 shows the variation of Kurtosis
values of the residual vibrations recorded during the fatigue test. It can be seen that Kurtosis values do not exhibit
any significant changes until the 9th minute of the test. After that, it yields an increasing trend between the 9th
and 11th minutes of the operation which could be an indication of fault development. This increasing trend is not
consistent until the end of the running test. When the gear teeth are severely damaged (i.e. at the 14th minute), the
value of Kurtosis correspondingly increases.

4.2. The application of cepstrum analysis

For the cepstrum analysis, the vibration signals were averaged over five pinion rotations so that the resulting
cepstra can exhibit at least two highquefrency rahmonics corresponding to periodic events at the rate of pinion
rotation.
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Fig. 9. Averaged residual gear vibrations monitored at twominute intervals during the fatigue test.

Figure 11 shows the cepstra of the averaged gear vibration signals detected at twominute intervals until the end

of the fatigue test. It can be seen from the cepstrum of the vibration for the healthy gear that it consists of two

families of rahmonics. The first family is densely clustered around the lowquefrency region, which represents
high frequency periodic events in the gear vibration. The largest rahmonic within this family is located exactly at

1.9 msec which corresponds to the period of consecutive tooth engagements. The second family has its fundamental
at 38.5 msec (which is the period for one rotation of the input pinion gear) and stems from gear imperfections which

repeat themselves at the gear rotational rate.
For the first 6 minutes of the test, the resulting cepstra are quite similar to each other and the amplitudes of the

high quefrency rahmonics remain almost unchanged. A notable change in the amplitude of the fundamental high

quefrency rahmonic is observed at the 8th minute of the test (which is nearly 62% larger than that of the previous one)
which could be an indication of fatigue crack. When the gears are allowed to run further, the second rahmonic of

this fundamental also becomes apparent and the amplitudes of these high quefrency rahmonics are correspondingly
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Fig. 11. Cepstra of the averaged gear vibrations monitored at twominute intervals during the fatigue test.
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Fig. 12. Maps of wavelet transforms of the gear vibrations between 0–4 minutes.
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Fig. 13. Maps of wavelet transforms of the gear vibrations between 5–8 minutes (circles show the early indications of fault).
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Fig. 14. Maps of wavelet transforms of the gear vibrations between 10–14 minutes.
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raised, whereas the low quefrency rahmonics yield diminishing amplitudes. This could be attributed to the fact

that, as mentioned in Section 2.1, a pronounced localised gear fault not only gives a high intensity of amplitude

modulation of the vibration signal only when the defective tooth (or teeth) is in mesh, but also decreases the total

energy of the carrier frequencies which is indicated as reductions in the amplitude of the lowquefrency rahmonics.

The resulting energy difference is consequently distributed to its finite number of sidebands which gives a rise to the

amplitudes of the highquefrency rahmonics.

4.3. Wavelet analysis

For the wavelet analysis, the residual vibrations (which are averaged over five pinion rotations) were used in order

to improve the possibility of fault detection. The first 2048 samples of the averaged residual vibration signal were

considered as the input to the wavelet transform, but only the results between columns 1 to 1930 of the wavelet

transform matrix (which represents three pinion rotations) were displayed. During the wavelet analysis, the wavelet

centre frequency of f0 = 1.0 was selected, and to avoid a high calculation load, the octave band based fast calculation

procedure was performed using 10 voices per octave. The resulting wavelet for each gear vibration was presented

in the form of threedimensional mesh plot. The wavelet transform was set to display the frequency content of

the analysed signal up to 2500 Hz, due to the fact that the frequency resolution of the transform diminishes with

increasing frequency.

Figures 12 through 14 show the wavelet transforms of the averaged residual vibrations monitored until the end of

the test and fault detection procedure is based on the visual observation of the wavelet transform. When the wavelet

transforms of the resulting gear vibrations are compared, the early indication of fault condition can be distinguished

at the 5th minute of the test. At this time, the fault feature (which is most likely caused by the weakened tooth/teeth

due to fatigue) manifests itself as a localised increase in magnitude around the 70◦ gear position for nearly 300 Hz

and repeats itself at every pinion rotation. After this time, the amplitudes of the wavelet transforms at the same

gear positions are steadily increased with the advancement of time (e.g. until the 8th minute of the operation) which

clearly reflects the progression of localised tooth damage. Pronounced fatigue damage diminishes the stiffness of

the weakened tooth/teeth significantly which consequently causes the generation of stronger impulses only when the

damaged tooth (or teeth) comes into mesh. The resulting fault symptoms are severe and mostly localised, and their

presence is evident across a large frequency range starting from the 10th minute of the operation until the end of the

test as seen from Fig. 14.

5. Conclusions

In this study, vibrationbased techniques (i.e. conventional time and frequency domain approaches, cepstrum,

and continuous wavelet transform) have been applied to real gear vibrations for the early detection, diagnosis and

advancement monitoring of a real tooth fatigue crack in gears. It was found during the fatigue test that gear fatigue

failure is an insidious type of gear damage which gives very little warning during it progression and cannot be

easily detected by conventional time and frequency domain approaches until the fault is significantly developed. In

addition, the use of residual vibration signal does not help very much with the early detection of fault, but only

improves the visibility of fault features. Cepstrum analysis can be used for the detection of local tooth defects in

gears, and it reveals the presence of fault earlier that the conventional time and frequency domain analyses. In

contrast, the wavelet transform is quite sensitive to any change in gear vibration caused by local tooth defect and

best reflects the progression of damage, hence can be used as the basis for early fault detection in gears.
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